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Three Westpac Women of Influence on how to manage risk

Australia needs smart new industries but a lack of skilled scientists
and engineers could be a major impediment to innovation, writes
Claire Stewart.
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Australian Innovative Systems chief executive Elena Gosse has pioneered an awardwinning waterpurifying
system  but her biggest worry is lack of skilled staff. Chris Hyde

by Claire Stewart

Remember those days when you'd barrel down to the public pool in summer,

dripping ice-cream and dodging bindis in the grass? How the pool water would sting

your eyes, and turn blond hair green, make skin itch and leave your bathers smelly for

days? 

That's the effect of chloramines artificially dosed into the water, not chlorine, which

in its naturally occurring state leaves water crystal clean and odourless. Over 20 years,

Elena Gosse and a team of specialist researchers and engineers have refined a world-

leading, award-winning water-purifying system, which creates the right amount of

natural chlorine, when it's needed. 

That's a remarkable achievement. But Gosse, chief executive of Australian Innovative

Systems, says the biggest risk to the long-term success and competitiveness of her
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company is staff. Or the lack thereof. And it's a concern shared by many senior

managers across the scientific and development fields. 

"When you're doing a lot of research and development, you come across the skills that

are missing," Gosse says of the dearth of experienced chemists, electrical engineers

and plumbers for her $8 million-plus company. 

Australian Innovative Systems chief executive Elena Gosse: 'Sometimes I really feel that Australia only supports
innovation on a piece of paper.' Chris Hyde

"Finding the right people is not easy. Most of our employees have been here for more

than 10 years." 

As Australia transitions away from its economic reliance on resources, managers

have something new to worry about on top of traditional risk areas such as OH&S and

foreign exchange: a dwindling pipeline of human capital.

"Sometimes I really feel that Australia only supports innovation on a piece of paper,"

Gosse says, from Brisbane. It means the economic boost for Australian research isn't

coming as fast as it should, which knocks on to fewer people wanting to work in

highly skilled positions and ultimately results in falling global business

competitiveness. It becomes a vicious circle. 

Gosse has resorted to using the 457 visa program to bring necessary talent from

overseas, but says it's a fallible system and her long-term strategy for combating the

dearth of local brain power is to sponsor those employees who are a "good fit", for

permanent residency. 

She wants better co-operation between business and universities, and work

placements built into bachelor's degree curricula so students can put what they learn

into practice and be better prepared for the real world. 

"We employ students after uni, because it helps the company to have a fresh outlook

with younger brains, and it helps these young people to develop and grow as

well … Sometimes the quality of their work is not the highest," she adds. Good on the

theory, not so much the application.

Rebecca Ivers is director of injury prevention at The George Institute for Global
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Health and, like Gosse, is a 2014 Woman of Influence. She expresses similar

sentiments on the challenge Australia will soon face to staff top-end research and

development operations.   

"It's across the board in science, it's not just medical research. Getting people to come

into the workforce is becoming an increasing issue. There's no job security and an

uncertain future because of changes to long-term funding."

Ivers says she sees researchers in her field decamp to the United States on a regular

basis. Also, making long-term management decisions about how best to run research

organisations is complicated by unsettled funding arrangements in the sector. Her

concern is that, without planning for human capital, Australia is at risk of losing its

competitive edge. 

"If Australia is coming out of the resources boom, we need to develop smart

industries, and we're only going to get those if we have people doing the training there

to inform that."

Out at Northparkes copper and gold mine in central NSW, Stefanie Loader is dealing

with different challenges to businesses reliant on innovation. 

As the mining boom ends and workers are shed, Loader, also a Woman of Influence,

is faced with balancing short-term reactionary decisions with ones that will shore up

overall value in the company and underpin longer-term viability of the operations. 

Northparkes is in a healthier position than other mines that are running on wafer thin

margins, she says, because of long-term thinking implemented early. Loader pre-

emptively introduced structural changes, which included reducing staff and changing

internal roles. 

"I'm really glad we made those decisions because it built up resilience, but I'm also

happy to admit that we went a little bit too far in some areas and we've had to take

two steps backwards and say, no, we need to do that ourselves, or no, we need to

outsource that."

She says current conversations about new approaches to risk management are

resulting in clearer thinking about the overall business. That makes it applicable not

just to mining, but to any industry. 

To convince external stakeholders that your long-term vision for a company is the

right one, you have to show there is value at the heart of the business, Loader says.

And a good risk strategy goes a long way to doing that. 

She is pushing her team to stop decompartmentalising their assessment of different

risks within the business, and instead adopt a holistic approach, addressing

everything consistently and with equal priority – from health and safety to earnings

and valuation numbers, and foreign exchange. 

"I find that gives me really good clarity … The idea that this is our first priority, this is

our second priority, this is our third, is something I increasingly have trouble with.

There is not a hierarchy of priorities."

The trick is to stop thinking in black and white. "Sometimes those priorities have grey

areas and we want to achieve this, this and this. They're not a trade-off.
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